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Io all willon, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM TWEEDDALE, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State 
of New York, have invented new and useful 
Improvements in Sash-Fasteners, of which the 
following is a specification. 
This invention relates to improvements in 

sash-fasteners, as set forth in the following 
specification and claims, and illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings, in which- - 

Figure 1 is a vertical central section of a 
Sash-fastener. Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 
1, the parts of the fastener being locked. Figs. 
3 and 4 are detailed views of a fastener. 

Similar letters indicate corresponding parts. 
In the drawings, the letter A indicates a 

lower window-sash, and B an upper window 
Sash. To One sash is secured a case or hous 
ing, C. A toothed block, D, is adapted to pass 
into and out from a chamber, c, in the case C. 
To the other Sash is secured a vertical toothed 
stud or arm, G. The block or piece D is 
moved by a spring, F, toward and into en 
gagement with the stud or arm G, and said 
block D is tapped for the reception of a screw 
shank, e, having a head, E. The head E ena 
bles the block D to be moved out of engage 
ment with the stud or arm G, so that the sashes 
A B may be moved to open the window. By 
having the teeth on said block and stud or arm 
provided with inclined faces, as seen in the 
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drawings, said teeth will glide over one another 
during the closing of the sashes AB, but said 
teeth will lock the sashes against being opened, 
So that the toothed block D must be moved 
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out of engagement with the stud or arm G, by 
means of the head E, before the sashes A B 
can be opened. An inclined head, g, on the 
toothed stud or arm G, adapted to glide over 
an inclined or rounded end or shoulder, h, on 
the toothed block D, is adapted to start the 
block and stud or arm in gliding past one 
another during the closing of the sashes. 
The toothed stud or arm G is tapped, as at 

i, for the reception of the screw-shanke. When 
the sashes are closed, the screw-shank can be 
caused to engage the toothed block D with the 
toothed stud or arm G, so as to lock said parts 
together to secure an effective closing or lock 
ing of the sashes A. B. 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent, is 
1. The combination, with a toothed stud or 

arm, G, and a toothed block, D, of a screw 
shank, said stud and block being both tapped 
for the reception of said screw-shank, and said 
block being made movable toward and from 
the stud or arm, substantially as set forth. 

2. The combination, with a toothed stud, G, 
and the toothed block D, of a spring adapted 
to move said block toward the stud, said stud 
and block both tapped for the reception of a 
screw-shank, substantially as set forth. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 

my hand and seal in the presence of two sub 
scribing witnesses. 

WILLIAM TWEEDDALE. L. s. 
Witnesses: 

A. FABER DU FAUR, Jr., 
E. F. KASTENHUBER. 
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